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Following the completion earlier this year of a new building that has almost
doubled its production area, the IG machine specialist Lenhardt is well
equipped to strengthen an already firm foothold in the global IG production
market. In June, the company opened its doors for two days to the press,
the public and its clients, offering an inside view into the day-to-day
running of one of today’s top machine producers in the flat glass processing
industry. Glass-Technology International reports.

Fiona Tupper-Carey

Aerial view of the Lenhardt premises, showing the new 
extension to the right
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Oliver Korz, presented Mr. Lenhardt  with a
plaque bearing the new name of the street along-
side the Lenhardt factory: “Karl Lenhardt Straße”.
It was a fitting tribute to pay to the remarkable
achievement of this industrious and visibly
enthusiastic entrepreneur.   
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or someone who started up
his business alone in his
parents’ garage, Karl

Lenhardt, founder and General Man-
ager of Lenhardt Maschinenbau
GmbH, has come a long way. From
the first machine for IG production
built in 1966 by the then 26-year-old
engineer with a flair for mechan-
ics, the business has grown to become
part of an international group and this

year expanded its premises in Neuhausen-Ham-
berg, southern Germany, to 20,000 square metres.
To inaugurate the new 8,000-square-metre exten-
sion - and in anticipation  of  Glasstec 2000 - the
company invited its international clientèle and
members of the press to an Opening Day at its
premises on 30 June. This was followed by an
Open House, when the invitation was extended
to the general public, on 1 July.  At the evening
ceremony on 30 June, the Mayor of Neuhausen,
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MOVING WITH THE IG MARKET
From its humble beginnings in a garage - the

company had  to wait two years for the con-
struction of its first production hall in 1968 -
Lenhardt Maschinenbau  developed quickly
and, by 1970, already had a
foothold  in neighbouring
European markets for IG
machinery and adhesive
application systems. The
big break came a few years
later, in 1974, when an order
arrived from the former
Soviet Union to equip four
entire IG factories. This
enabled the German machin-
ery manufacturer to enlarge
its premises and invest in
R&D and new technology.
Several important product
developments followed, including alternative
systems for IG production with thermo plastic spac-
ers (Biver and Swiggle-Strip) and the presenta-
tion of the world’s first fully automatic insulat-
ing glass production line at Glasstec 1986.

More product innovations came after Lenhardt
Maschinenbau joined forces with the Swiss
group Bystronic in 1990. From this moment
onwards, Lenhardt began to focus more on the

standardization of its machines and a modular
method of construction. At the same time,
investments were made in developing a machine
for organic spacers.

The next big break came in 1995 with the
launch of the Thermo Plastic Spacer (TPS) sys-
tem, 20 of which have been installed so far
worldwide. 

LENHARDT TODAY
The recent extension of the company’s pro-

duction facilities  has obviously required a
major investment, but has nevertheless been
prompted by steady growth over the years and
very encouraging sales, particularly in recent
years. Exports make up approximately 70 per
cent of Lenhardt’s market and this, according
to the company, has been a major factor in
maintaining growth. 

The Opening Day was not just an occasion

Visitors view  the latest
machines inside 

Lenhardt’s new building 

Inspection and frame positioning station
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to show off the new extension and the latest prod-
uct releases; care was also taken to explain to
visitors the organizational structure of the com-
pany - one of the vital keys to its success - and
the philosophy that guides its activity.  

Glass-Technology International was also
there, in the company of Peter Nischwitz,
responsible for Lenhardt’s international mar-
keting and advertising campaigns, for a valu-
able insight into one of the most important com-
panies for flat glass processing machinery in
the world. 

Company philosophy
There are a number of priorit ies  that

Lenhardt believes are essential to the contin-
uation of its success on the international mar-
ket for high-tech IG machinery and components,
as well as adhesive and sealant application sys-
tems for the automobile industry: 
• human resources: in-house training, recruit-

ment of specialist  skills  and staff satis-
faction;

• investment in R&D  in order to offer the lat-
est competitive technology;

• quality and efficiency of service, both in terms
of the machines themselves and of after-sales
service and customer assistance;

• partnership with the customer.

Human resources
At the heart of Lenhardt’s activity is its

staff, now numbering 270, with plans for the
recruitment of another 10 people. Both staff
satisfaction and in-house training are con-
sidered very important. The company is par-
ticularly proud  of the fact that over 50 per cent
of staff have been with the company for more
than 10 years, and over 20 per cent for 25
years or longer. The company also has a train-
ing programme in collaboration  with the
regional authorities whereby junior recruits
can learn the necessary skills  for the job inside
the Lenhardt factory for three years. Approx-
imately 15 trainees are engaged in this pro-
gramme at the moment. Given the difficulty in
finding personnel with the right specialist
skills, this arrangement goes some way towards
meeting the company’s recruitment needs. 

Investment in R&D
Lenhardt invests considerable sums both in new

technological  developments and in improvements
of existing plants and systems. The aim is to secure
and further extend the company’s technological
leadership in the market for IG equipment. 

In Lenhardt’s Engineering and Electrical
Design Departments, at least half of the employ-
ees (out of a total of 45) work on new techno-
logical developments. Prototypes that are
designed here are then tried and tested in the fac-
tory, until the company is fully satisfied that the
necessary experience has been gathered to be
able to launch it onto
the market.   

From left:
Peter
Nischwitz,
Alexander
Batschari 
(PR Manager
of VDMA) and 
Dr. Christian
Daniel
(Technical
Manager
Lenhardt)

Steel components 
for machines  
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Quality, efficiency and partnership
For Lenhardt, quality is “an absolute priori-

ty”. A central data network and a thorough sys-
tem of organization throughout all levels of the
company ensures that quality control standards
according to DIN ISO 9001 (certified since
1995) are maintained. The Lenhardt factory has
some of the most sophisticated laser machines for
cutting machine parts and only tested components
are used. In fact, the performance and function
of the machines and plants themselves are thor-

oughly tested in-house prior to delivery. Accord-
ing to Lenhardt’s philosophy, customer service
is a central part of the company’s operations. For
this reason, each individual machine has its
own “personal history” stored in the central
data network. From this database, the relevant
technical drawings and spare parts lists can be
accessed, enabling the staff at Lenhardt to deal
quickly and efficiently with enquiries from the
customer, whether for replacement parts or for
technical assistance. In the After-sales Service
Department at the Lenhardt premises in
Neuhausen, staff can handle calls from cus-
tomers in three different languages: English,

French and German. And if there is still dif-
ficulty in communication,  printouts of the tech-
nical drawings and spare parts lists can be faxed
to the customer for extra clarification. Orders
for spare parts are then sent electronically to
the Store Department which, since the addi-
tion of the new building, has been centralized
and currently holds around 70,000 spare
parts. If the part is not in stock, a commission
is sent to the relevant production department
on the shop floor.  Within Europe, Lenhardt
guarantees delivery of spare parts within 24
hours, or even sooner in urgent cases.  

Technical assistance can be provided
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Above, right and below: views of the
machine workshop 
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when necessary either by trained Lenhardt per-
sonnel in Germany, or by modem - direct inter-
vention into the customer’s computer system is
possible  - in any part of the world. At present,
Lenhardt has regional offices in France, the USA
and Japan, and additional service offices are cur-
rently being set up in Scandinavia, Spain, Italy
and the UK. The company stresses, however,
that technical assistance is only a last resort. A
lot of importance is placed both on training the
customer’s personnel and on providing com-
prehensive, easy-to-follow technical manuals.
The latter task is carried out by the Technical
Documentation Department at Lenhardt’s prem-
ises. Manuals contain both operating instruc-
tions and guidance for trouble-shooting and
are printed in over 10 languages. 

Modular construction
While in the past Lenhardt often used to

develop and build individual solutions to meet
specific customer requirements, nowadays the com-
pany concentrates on a sophisticated, efficient and
standardized manufacturing programme. How-
ever, with the modular method of construction,
Lenhardt says individual requirements can still
be met, thanks to the development of uniform tech-
nologies and modules which can be deployed to
meet a variety of needs. 

New releases
On display at the Opening Day were a num-

ber of new technological developments that
Lenhardt will also be presenting at Glasstec 2000. 

Following the success of its single sealing
robot, Lenhardt has now produced a double-
head CNC sealing robot, which can seal IG
units very quickly. This versatile machine can be
used for the sealing of rectangular formats with
2-headed technology and of shaped formats
with single-headed technology. Particularly
innovative is the machine’s ability to handle
stepped units with up to four sides, while for struc-
tural glazing sealing depths of up 20 mm can be
achieved. There is a quick change unit for pro-
cessing a second type of sealant, e.g. silicone, and
the robot can also be configured for alternative
sealing of conventional and TPS IG units.

The Universal IG production line for stepped
units that was released at Vitrum ’99 was also dis-

played in operation to visitors. This line has
been designed for the economical and efficient
production of gas-filled IG units in a variety of
formats, but particularly suited for structural
glazing units. The line can handle 1- to 4-sided
stepped units, which may be double or triple
and rectangular or shaped. The process is con-
trolled by a production data transfer system. If
required, the Universal can be configured for glass
thickness of up to 45 mm and insulating glass thick-
ness of up to 80 mm. It also has an optional
quick-change unit for processing a second type
of sealant.  Also among the new releases is an auto-
matic off-loading system, to speed up production
rates with Lenhardt’s IG lines.  Sealed rectangular
and shaped IG units are off-loaded and auto-
matically passed over onto the conveyor system
for “drying out”. The system can stack from 50
to 150 units, according to customer specifications.
Glass sizes can be from a minimum of 190 x 350
mm to a maximum of 1,600 x 2,200 mm and glass
thickness up to 30 mm.  With these and other tech-
nical innovations, Lenhardt will be looking to
attract the interest of IG producers from around
the world at Glasstec 2000. Judging from the com-
pany’s performance so far, there is not likely to
be a shortage of potential customers. 

Peter
Nischwitz

explains the
new CNC

sealing robot
to a visitor
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